EO

We are in Seymour . It's Thursday night, June 8th, 1972 . I'm
Ed Olsen with me are Earl-•s wife Veronica and Bill Orkney, the
Company photographers assistant. Thats for the benefit of
?
. Well I've got some additional question to
ask you. The last time we got together was on May 4th over at
your brother's house and that was a semi-interview of you because
we conventrated more on him so I thought maybe tonight we would
ask mostly questions about drumming. You were taught by a nondrum corps man . Who in you earliestcge made the most important
impression on you? What drum corps or drummer made the best
impression on you?

ES

Individually when I first started George Gallagher was my idol .

EO

He was with Lancraft?

ES

In Lancraft yes, Later on well I guess Fancher was the next one
and after Fancher, Jimmy Ryan I guess .

EO

Who taught Jimmy Ryan, was he a

ES

Yes .

EO

I heard a lot about style, George Ripp told me he had a beautiful
style of drumming . People used to follow through the street
because ~f the he played.

ES

Yes, they did .

EO

Well I guess those three fellows are the ones who had a J:la!jor influence on the development of your style, is that right?

ES

Well I developed my style, they didn't play the way I do. There
style was the sticks up here , they used to start with them here.

EO

They did.
that.

7
b

They started with the sticks crossed?

?

I didn't know

How did your style differ from the drumming _and use that was popular
when you started to drum?
ES

Gee, well I don't know. Only that I get the sticks up straight
instead of on a
I
like they had them, and, I don't know,
I think I developed a different arm motion, and I know Burns Moore
used to hold his right arm out and I got away from that, I got
him to use both arms the same. That is the only noticeable thing,
I guess .

EO Well Smitty mentioned the fact that you pbneered the up and down
motion of the sticks.
ES

Yeh, getting them up this way.

EO

No , in drumming, in bringing them up and down rather than bringing
them in that big ark, that a lot of the old guys used to use.

ES

Oh, wow, I don't think I pioneered that. Burns Moore never played
like that either, just a few of the real old timers did. I don t
know of anyone that did when I was a kid except maybe some of
these real old corps like Moodus or some of them. Johnny Smith
used to.

EO

Most of your students use the system of notation that everybody
calls the Sturtz code . Is this something that you developed?
What it a development of something you had learned before, or
is it something you started from scratch?

ES

No. When I started teaching them, I had a way of trying
wirte out the music for the kids so I developed that then.

EO

But when you learned, did you learn about music?

ES

7
I learned
I showed you that book there, you put
the notes, the left hand was the notes upward and the right hand
was downhand. That's the way I learned.

EO

Who were the top drum corps, and the top drummers and drum lines
when you started to compete?

ES

Well, when I started it was Georgie Gallagher, the Lancraft
drum line and the Father Matthew Drum Line from Hartford.

EO

Were they good drummers?

ES

Yeh, they had a nice neat line, they wasn't Ancient, they didn't
have the style.

EO

But they were rudimental?

ES

Yeh, they were rudimental. And the Plancher of course,
had a pretty good line too.

EO

Well the next question I was
going to ask was were any of them
non-ancient. But you answered that already by saying that Father
Matthews was a non.

Yalesville

Were any of the non-ancient corps, did any

of them have an accredible drum lines?

ES

No.

Not the

?

Father Matthew

?

EO

Did you compete out of state during your early days?

ES

On

EO

What were some of the contests?

ES

Oh, Massachusetts, several different places in Massachusetts,
New York, Rhode Island, New Jersey. There was a national
champioship in New Jersey one time.

EO

What year was that, do you know?

yeh.

ES

1
, New Jersey. I don't know the dates on the medal I
know. ' I don't even know which medal it is now. I think it was
1928 . I'm pretty sure of myself. It was a year before I came
down here from Buffalo.

EO

How did contests, judges and judging differ from contests today,
from judging today? What was the big difference?

ES

The big difference was, if you wanted to judge drumming, you didn't
have to be a drummer . The same way with fifes. For appearance
they would pick the President of the Chamber of Commerce or
First Selectman of the town. In fact, sometimes they would judge
the course too .

EO

How long did this style of judging go on?

ES

Oh, for the first four of five years I ever done it.

EO

So, that would be up to about World War I anyway .

ES

Yeh , around World War I.

EO

What influence did an organization such as the Ludwig Drum
Company have on the development, popularity of rudimental
drumming? Do you fa:i that there was any influence there, ~
did it perform any service like the organization of the NAID?

ES

Not at that time, the NAID wasn't organized until quite a
while later .

EO

I know, but I was just wondering if you felt if they did any
real service to drumming .

ES

I think they did, yes. Maybe not around here so much but
throughout the mid-west and west because you had to be able
to play 13 rudiments in order to get into the NAID . You didnt'
have to play them good. Here you had to play them good. But
out thragh the west, I have heard a lot of them out there that
would never pass here . So I think it did .
of rudimental drumming throughout the west and mid west.

EO

Do you feel that the combined style of rudimental drumming
including two stick bass drumming is actually a development
of a Connecticut style?

ES

Of course, I don't know where Connecticut got it from in the
first place. They got it from someplace else . As far back as
I know Connecticut, in New York State and Massachusetts got
it from Connecticut, but where Connecticut got it from I don't
know.

EO

But as far back as you remember it was a Connecticut style and
a development of the Connecticut style?

ES

Right.

EO

Yeh, I think its safe to assume that the ancient style that we know
is basically a Connecticut style.

ES
EO

Here's a tough one. What's your definition of an Ancient Corps?
No two people ever gave the same definition of this. Most people
don't have any.

ES

Oh, a corps that plays ancient music the tempo is 110.

EO

What's your definition of ancient music?

ES

Ancient Music?

EO

You feel it has a bearing on when the tune was written then?

ES

I think so, yes.

EO

But a lot of anient corps as you know play music, new tunes but
they feel that they are of an olds:yle, of an old idiom, so they
feel they are acceptable.

ES

Of course, they play a lot of tunes that ann't war tunes, but
they were popular around that time. During the Civil War.

EO

What corps from outside of Connecticut first impressed you?

ES

First impressed me? Outside of Connecticut?
Worster Continentals, in Worster.

EO

Could you tell me a little bit about them, I know the name and I
have pictures, but I know very little about the corps.

ES

Well they had a good drum line and the corps was run by this
Dr. Weaver. And Johnny Bagen came from there and Johnny was a
good drummer, won quite a few prizes. They had Continental
uniforms, something like Lancraft, and they were good all
around ancient corps.

EO

I think I hear somewhere that their early instruction had come
from a civil war veteran. Does that sound ••.

ES

Their drumming seemed to go back further than ours here.
had a more ancient .••

EO

They had an older sound.

ES

type of drumming.

EO

Well I know from reading in the Fifer and Drummer that they played
the Bruce system while the
7
was playing the 7
system.

Well, Civil War music, Revolutionary War music.

I think the

They

Yes.

ES

Yeh, it probably did.

EO

Could you tell me a little something about Dr. Wheeler? You
mentioned him once or twice and I know I have read articles
he has written and I have tremendous respect for him. I would
of liked to have known him.

ES

I know he was a very strong drum corps enthusiats, you see him
most every meeting, even when the corps wasn't there, the
Continentals, he would be there anyhow. And as I told you before
his business went to pot because of drum corps, then he finally
committed suicide. They always said he did it because he failed
in his business, all due to drum corps, well he may have been
sick, I don't know.

EO

ABout when did, when was it that he died?

ES

Oh, Gee, I don't know.

EO

Was he an old man when you knew him?

ES

Oh I would say he was in his fifties, when I new him.

EO

From the articles I have read that he has written he had a tremendous knowledge of history and background of fifing and drumming
and drum systems.

ES

I never talked to him about that.

EO

You never discussed with him.

It was probably the late;_thirties.
Or was he young man?

Did any corps other than the Ancients use the full rudimental
style of drumming in the early days that we come to accept as
regular rudimental drumming now • ••
ES

Probably Father Matthew was the closest modern corps that used
the rudimental drumming that we do, they didn't have the stzle
that the Ancient Corps have . They had a drummer there, cant
think of his name now, he used to go out on the individuals
and he was pretty good. Can't think of his name.

EO

Its unusual that one non ancient corps would stand out like that,
they must have had some rudimental influence behind them.

ES

They did. This fellow, musical Pete, I think he is the one that
taught the drummers too.

EO

Your first instructor was Carl Frolic, you mentioned this on the
last tape. Did he teach any other drum corps drummers?

ES

Not that I know of.

EO

Did he teach you

ES

Yeh.

EO

Did he teach you any of the rudimental approach to drumming?
Or was, you mentioned that he wasn't a drum corps man so I
assume he was a bandsman or a bandstand drummer or something.

ES

Well, he taught me the rudiments.

EO

He did.

ES

?

EO

He was

and the single stroke roll.
(

the rudiments.

Tell us a little about the Humphrey Corps.
outfit or
ES

Was it a fireman's

That was a fireman's corps, yeh, the firemen didn't play in it
but they sponsored it. And my father was one of the organizers
of the corps. And, well most of them in there, their parents
were firemen. They started out as an ancient corps and they
had a fancy
<_
sJ
They were the only ancient corps that
did a fancy
<. s.,.;,; 01;i..)

S) .

EO

They were ahead of their time.
Did they compete?

ES

Oh, yes.

EO

How did they do in competition?

ES

I don't know if we ever won anything or not.

EO

But they were there, that was the main thing.

ES

I was only with them a couple of years, I gues$, then I went
with Montross.

EO

How about the Montrosecorps, what do you remember about them?

ES

Well they were a pretty good corps, I don't know if they ever
won any prizes either .

EO

I think I have seen them listed as having won something.

ES

I have a picture of them here if you want to snap it.

EO

Yeh,

ES

Yeh, they had a pretty good corps.

EO

How about the Edgewood Cl:rps, you mentioned them last month too.

I
ES

They were good.
to Lancraft.

Edgewood was good.

They were probably next

EO

Did you play with the Edgewood Corps.

ES

I have played with them but I wasn't a member.

EO

Did you know any of the older of the New Haven corps?
know of the Morris Drum Corps.

ES

No.

EO

Did you know the Merwin Post GAR

ES

No.

EO

I have got some names here from a newspaper article of some of
the members of the Merwin Post. I'm just wondering if any of them
?
corps. The corps was going in 1885.
William P. Coglin, JJ . MOrgan, AlbertSkinner, now John Lenahan
I think he is the one wo taught Burns, wasn't he?

ES

Lenahan?

EO

Lenahan.

ES

Lenahan, yes.

EO

Harry Munson, Gus Marshall , William Hackett.

ES

No .

EO

Now Billy Scranton, I've seen a couple of references and along
with name it says best double stick bass drummer in Connecticut,
he was a Civil War veteran. Did you ever hER" of him?

ES

I think I'vs hear Johnny mention him.

EO

Philip and John Riley, and the drum major was Major William
Skinner . He was a Civil War Veteran.

ES

No . I never knew any of them.

EO

We were talking about, briefly about, Bob Saunders when we were
over your brother's house. I would like to know a little bit
more about him, because his name has come up in some of the
old newspaper articles, I understand he was a very good fifer,
but I know very little about him.

ES

I don't know too much about him myself. He was a band man, I
think he played piccolo in the band , and he was a good fifer,
and I think he wrote up a lot of fife songs himself.

EO

What corps did he play with?

Did you

That's all .

ES

Greenwich, I believe.

I'm pretty sure it was Greenwich.

EO

Well, would this be, that wasn't the Greenwich Legion?

ES

No, it was before that.

EO

In other words, the Greenwich Regimental Drum Band, I think they
called it .

ES

I know he was from down there, that's all I know about him.

EO

What do you remember about drummers out of this immediate area.
Did you ever know of Buck Soistman's father when he was in his
hay day? Have you heard about drummers that far away?

ES

I don't recall him, no.

EO

He was the one that Fancher competed against in 1920, was it 24
or 26, down in Washington.

ES

I don ' t know .
Soistman's father?

EO

Soistman's father, yeh.

ES

There was a rumor that when Fancher was working for Ludwig out
in Chicago, some drummer from New Jersey, or Maryland or something,

EO

He came from Maryland.

ES

Maryland, challenged Fancher, and Fancher went down there and
beat him and the rumor was that he committed suicide over it . Now
whether that was true or not I don't know.

EO

Oh, I hadn't heard that . But Fancher did compete against Buck's
father. and Ted Kurtz , I think might have been there because he
had told Buck that: he felt that Fancher shouldn't have won, that
Buck's father was better.

ES

Yeh?

EO

Of course he would have played in the old regimental style, close
to his drum, probably rudimentally correct but not as much style
as Fancher, so he probably didn't capture the imagination .

ES

Well, Fancher got away with a lot.

EO

You mentioned .. •

ES

He was a big fellow, and everybody was afraid of him .

EO

Yeh, Big Indian.

ES

And I was only a kid, boy I used to get some awful

EO

How did you and Fancher get along?

ES

Oh, all right, his last days, I used to go down and visit him for
three or four years before he died I used to go down and spend
a couple of hours with him.

EO

He was a big bull of a man, no two ways about it.

ES

Oh yes, and a thrower too.

EO

Well that goes with the drum corps
.
You mentioned hullabullo folly at the 1940 World's Fair competition
and you mentioned also th:t you had that article, I would like to
take a look at it later on. But just how did that come about?

ES

Well I was one of the judges , only one of them too. See North
Branford I think won. And Moore was teaching North Branford.
And this Kelly thought that Stoney Creek should have won. So
he put an article in the paper claiming that I cheated him,
because I was a puptl of Burns Moore and Burns Moore taught
North Branford so I showed partiality which Burns Moore never
taught me at all, as far as that goes. And there was no partiality
shown at all neither . But anyway, I'll show you the article
after .

EO

Yes, I would like to take a look at it.
Herald, that scandal sheet right?

ES

Yes.

EO

What do you remember about that contest Earl, what important things
do you remember about that day?

ES

Well, I had, I don't know 18 or 20 juniors I think it was and
8 or 10 seniors and they all came in, the first 18p1aces and the
first 8 or 10 places. I think
7
Trivers got first.

EO

Yeh, he got first senior and Monty got first junior.

ES

Yeh, and Ronny got first drummer. So the rest of them all came
in in
l
• That happened once more too, one other
time, too not to many years ago and Gambarini ran their nationals
down at the Hotel Woodstock?

EO

Hath away ran that .

ES

No, not this time, this time . • •

EO

Oh another time,

ES

Yeh, I think that

?

That was in the Bridgeport

? ,arks was junior.

'\

EO

Yeh, well Jfarks judged the time Hapaway ran that.
judge.

ES

I don't think Hapaway ran this one. Hapaway ran them in conjunction
with the American Legion Convention, but this was not .•.

EO

Oh, it was another one?

ES

Gaberini ran this one on his own.

EO

I know, there was a contest at the Woodstock that Hapaway ran
in conjuction with the Aegion Convention.

ES

And they all came in, I have forgotten how many I had in there,
probably 12, 14 in each class except one position in the juniors,
I know Les Parks pupils came in second, Otherwise all of mine came
in.

EO

Would you feel that was an important contest, the one in the
World's Fair,
or was it just another.

ES

Well it couldn't be,
World Champioship, because you
had noone else except New York, Connecticut, I think you have
ma~be there was a couple from Florida, but it wasn't real good.

EO

Who was the other drum judges , you said you were only one of the
judges.

ES

Larry Stone from Boston and, well here they are here. Burns
Moore,
Smock, Charlie Nabor, Sam Rolin, Sam Rolin, he
ran the show, and Al ~Moppet and myself . Al Moppet and myself
are the only ones left .

EO

Al Moppet, where is he from?

ES

Pennsylvania .

EO

Pennsylvania.

ES

He is formerly of connecticut .

EO

How about the contest they had in 1939 at the
Were you a part of that at all?

ES

Not 39 no.

EO

What kind of a drummer was Gus Moeller?

Es

Oh, I never heard verr much, I'vs heard him, but, I really
can't tell now, I don t really remember.

Sparks was

1940 it was.

EO

Was he an important figure in the drum corps scene as you recall.

ES

Oh , Yes, he was well known, very popular.

EO

Most l y in judging and instructing I suppose

ES

More so the drumming, judging .

EO

What corps did Terry Oconner play with?

ES

Naugatuck

EO

Was that an ancient corps

ES

MOdern.

EO

What kind of a fifer was he?

Es

Yeh, He was a good fifer.

EO

You mentioned in May of last month that you really studied drumming
when you got started . Dmd you apply yourself to any specific books
or was it just a matter of .

ES

No, just my own.

EO

You dont feel that any drum book has any great influence on it .
In the developing of)Ours own style .

ES

Well, as far as rudiments are concerned , The Strub book, of course
is the book we used . That's what gave me the idea cf writing my
book, There were so many things that were wrong in the Strub book,
and inconsistent too, so that's what gave me the idea. At first
I was going to revise the Strub book, and I wrote to Bill Ludwig
and to1:1 him what I was going to do. And he wrote backa nd
said instead of revising the Strub book , why don ' t you write
one of your own. So I did. I wrote one of my own. So I always
gave bill Ludwig credit for me writing that book .

EO

You mentioned before this Gardener Book, how did that gigure into
your line.

ESq

I think that was used pretty popular, I took lessons on that in
Buffalo, reading, I didn't read at all.

EO

Oh that was on reading?

ES

That was just reading.

EO

I see. Did you go to many of the New York, New Jersey area concerts
back in the 20's.

ES

Oh, Yes, quite a few.

EO

Do you remember any specific affairs that were really good and really
outstanding?

TAB

or modern?

Was he a good fifer?

I think he won quite a few prizes.

.,,.- W,fi-4 :: .._.

I

-

;

ES

No, I don ' t remember the affairs, no, I remember a girl drummer in
Brooklyn .

EO

Oh, that was ah . ••

ES

O'Neil, Ruth O'Neil .
corps in those days .

EO

How was she?

ES

She was pretty good.

EO

You, lnow it's funny. I interviewed
an old timer who was taught
by her father, Harry O' Neil, and he told me what a great drummer
he was, and he very well might have been, who knows by now , then
I interviewed, Old Hig Bolan, and I asked him about the old drummers ,
He said, Oh, there are a lot of good ones but there was one faker
1 both sides of the coin
down there called Harry O'Neil . So theres
on that .

ES

I

EO

Yeh, wellsie -had a brother I think by the same name.
You know, same name as the fatehr .

heard of him too .

She was the only girl drummer

I

in any of them

never heard him drum, but I know of him.
Harry .

How many prizes did you win, dO)OU know?
ES

Up there, there some trophys over there . I don't know how many.
There's 28 up there is there? Oh two or three of them I didn't
win they were presented to me .

EO
ES

There ' s 25 threr, and another couple over here, about 28 I guess.
In those days you were lucky if you had two contests a year. The
only individuals were at the state meets . So if you could go to
Connecticut and New York, you could get two of them, If you could
take three of them, weel if you go to Massachusetts then you had
a change to win three. You couldn ' t
·

EO

Did you ever keep a list of the awards that you won . Do you have
any listing of it.

ES

Yes, oh yes.

EO

About when did you start competing?
1912, right?

ES

Yes.

EO

How long had you been drumming before you started to compete.

ES

1914.

You star ted drumming about

EO

Who were your early competitors

ES

George Gallagher is the only one that I remember, and I tied
him and they tossed up a coin and he got it . That was his
last contest, he died only a few months later.

EO

Oh Boy.
out?

ES

Medals, yes, the first one on that corner was one.

EO

I was talking to old Alex Smith and he told me about the
prizes they had when he was competing.

ES

Yes, they always medals or loving cups

What were the prizes then, were they giving medals

But I remember the old days they used to give you sofa
p:illlows •••

EO

And he told me, I think he won the State Championship in
1892 and they gave him a sil~umbrella, and he said it
rained that day and his brother in laws borrowed it and
he never seen it since that day.
Were the rules different in the'8rious states when you
competed individuals.

ES

Not really, no.

I don't remember of any difference.

EO

How about the rules for the corps, did they differ at all,
for a full corps competition.

ES

Not that I can remember.

EO

How have the individual contests changed since then?

ES

Sinc e Then?

EO

Yes.

ES

Well they run a lot of contests now where you don't even
have to play a rudiment. Just play a drum solo. The
association still calls for rudiments. two rudiments and
a selection. In the old days you used to play three rudiments
and a selection and the three camps was considered a rudiment
and they would call fof that sometimes in place of a rudiment.
Otherwise there is no difference.

EO

How about the bass drumuindividuals? What were the requirements
years ago?

ES

2/4, 6/8.

Eo

They had no rudiments to break down at all?

Up till today?

"')

ES

No. About the same as it is today.

EO

What was the first non ancient corps that you played with?

ES

I don't remember . I played with the TAB from Naugatuck one
time I know. I was never a member. I was never a member out
any modern corps, put I played with different corps. In
those days, if you wanted to on individual and your corps
wasn't going rou could go with another corps, of course
today you cant. So I played with two or three different
modern corps.

EO

Did any of them have rudimental drum lines or were your the
only rudimental drummer in the group?

ES

I don't remember.

EO

How did you first get associated with M&M Corps?

ES

In Stratford. I was down in Milford teaching the, not the
Sons of the Legion, a Milford drum corps, and a fellow came
in and says, Hey, when you get through here, they want to
see you down in Stratford, the American Legion, they are
going to organize a corps. So I went down and they organized
the M&M corps, that was the first one in Connecticut and
I started teaching them there in 1931 and I taught them
up to 1967, no I was there 37 years, 1 68.

EO

Thats quite a record.

ES

So from there, then they started organizing a lot of M&M 1 s
in Connecticut, and I taught the Norwalk Corps and Middletwon,
The YD in New Haven, two or three more of those too. I can't
remember them now. In fact, I taught all the M&Ms except
one corps for quite a few years. Washington Park was the
only modem corps that I had.

EO

I'm judgeing from other conversations that I had with you,
your not to happy in the direction the M&M corps is going
today.

ES

No. There not drum corps, they put on a good show, but they
are not drum corps.

EO

Did any non drum corps drummers ever make any impression on
you, drummers that didn't play with a fife and drum corps
or bugle and drum corps but might have been oand or advanced
band drummer .
·

Es

I can't recall any right now, maybe there had, But I can't
recall.

EO

Do you recall any thing additional about that Jersey drummer
Wethersholtz that you mentioned a couple of times. You don't
think you Jnow the name of the corps he played with?

ES

No I dfon't

EO

What year was he active, or what year did you know of him?

ES

Ilnow I was only a kid at the time, probably around 1916, 17

EO

What was your impression of the swiss drummers when they cam
over?

ES

I was impressed as a group, individually I

group I though they did a nice job.

wasn't but as a

ES

Do you like the syle of drumming that they have ?

EO

Its hard to get used to.

ES
EO

The first time I played some Swiss records for Kenny Lemley
he though it was terrible and he wouldn't have anything to
do with it . No he spends two or three hours a day practicing
the Swiss drumming. He is completely caught up in it.

ES

Well he plans on going over to Switzerland next year doesn't
he?

EO

I think he would move over there if he had the sense.

ES

Yes.

EO

Oh he just joves the Swiss drummin? and his biggest frustration
in the world to him is that he cant get any other drummers
to work with him on it. But anytime you walk into his house
he has the tape recorder going and he is practicing over and
over and over again. He really flips over it.

ES

He will make a big hit over there when he goes over.

EO

Yes, I tlhirkhe probably will because it will be unusual for
an American to have that much knowledge • • .

ES

I understand that over there the Swiss didn't care much about
our drumm:irg over here. Did you go over there? Yes, you went
over there.

EO

Yes, they like it, we we ••••

ES

I understand that they didn't seem very impressed.

EO

Both corps were very well received .
Bill?

BO

Yes, one of the corps is playing one of our

I though so, didn't you

EO

Yeh, one of the corps contacted us and asked us to send some
music over, so they could play an American Style medley at
a concert they had some months back.

BO

Was it Southern Cross?

EO

Yeh, it was Southern Crosss, and Saihr 1 s Horpipe and something
else I forget what it was . We ha.it one concert over there and
the concert was filled with drum corps people, and they went
wild.

Es

Yeh .

EO

It was very well received .

ES

E think it was Matty Lyons wh~ told me ~hat they didn't seem
impressed at all.

EO

Well I don't think there was that much opportunity for anybody
to get impressed during the contest itself because they
had caught up very much of it. There contest are much
bigger than ours and theres a lot more enthusiam and a lot
more work on their part. But during the contest they were
involved in the contest . But in Basel and Basel's kind
of the drumcorps capital probably the world becai:;e there are
so many fifers and drummers there . Both corps are •• •

ES

There not fifers there are they?

E8

No, well we call them fifers their actually piccolos .

BO

There must have been a couple tlou~and drummer waiting to
compete in

EO

I dont' know really ,,;n

BO

They worked alldday long

EO

And they drummed all night long and 4, 5, 6, o ' clock in the
morning they are still marching through the streets drumming .
They make the enthusiams you find over here look pale by
comparison .
It is like taking an old style field day and
magnifying it by 15 times, the~ you get an idea just how
big and important it is now.

ES

Boy if I was a kid I'd probably want to go over there too now .

EO

Oh the enthusiam is very great , j~st with the fife playing
in general, and the awards they give out, they give out these,
you saw the, what am I trying to think of, the crown of the
laurel wreath, • • • •

ES

Oh yea.

EO

They had given to Alfons.

L- LI

'r,.

EO

Wha t kind of drummer wa s George Stone? I remember seeing his
name here and there and I think he is in that picture with you .
Was he a drum corp drummer?

ES

No, he was an orchestra .;1man.

EO

Pardon me.

ES

He was an orchestra drummer .
He was good drummer .

EO

Is he the same one they call Larry Stone?

ES

Yes, that ' s him.

EO

Same man.

ES

Well, of course, you can't drum without playing rudiments
as far as that goes .

EO

Yeh, thats a bad term, but I'm talking more of the rudimental
style that we are accustomed to before . ••

ES

He didn ' t have our style, he could play rudiments but not
our scyle, well he has a book Stick Control, I don 1t know
if you have ever seen it .

EO

I have heard of the book, I have heard that it is pre tty good.

ES

Well, its rudiments but they are all played different from
what we play, Yeh, he was a good drummer and very popular
throughout the east.

EO

How about the other drummers that started the NARD, did you
know any of them? I have a list of their names here, I
don't know if any of them will ring a bell . Harry Thompson
of Chicago?

ES

I don' t recall him.

EO

George Robinson , Chicago?

ES

I knew him .

EO

Was he a drum corps man1

ES

I don't know anything about him, although I knew him .

EO

Bill Flowers .

ES

Yes, he was from Chicago, too .

EO

But you don't recall i f he was good.

ES

Well I heard him drum, but
out
there they considered
him good but here in the east he wouldn't have been.

He favored the Boston Symphony.

Did you rate anywhere as a rudimental drummer.

-

He was a drummer .

EO

Bill Keefe of the Marine Bani

ES

I never heard him drum but I knew him, he used to judge a
lot.

EO

What in M&M.

ES

Yes.

EO

Bill Hammond of Pittsburgh.

ES

Yes, I knew him.

EO

Was he any good?

ES

Out there, here wouldnt . ..

EO

He was a pittsburgh drummer.

ES

Yes.

EO

Joe Hathaway, you told me about Joe with the suitcase •••
Roy Nap.

ES

I knew him personally but I heard of him.

EO

Hymy Gurlack that said he was four times the legion champion.

ES

Yes, I knew him, but again he was a western drummer, a
Pennsylvania drummer.

EO

Billy Miller of Chicago?

ES

Was it Billy or Fred, that's Billy?

EO

I t says Billy.

Es

I knew

EO

Ed Strape?

ES

Yes, I knew Ed.

EO

He was one of the Strape system.

Es

Yes.

EO

I heard

ES

I don't know.

EO

I think Wardy had met him while he was in the army, I think
thats were I heard his name. Bill Graham of Glendale, Calif.?

a Fred Miller there, I don't know a Billy?

Wasn't he?

, was that a good book?
T nP'1PT

saw it,

ES

Yeh, I'vs heard of him but I don't know if I have every
met him or not.

EO

What kind of corps did Odell Caplan have, up in Willamantic?
Was that a good corps?

ES

Gee, I can't say now whether
played with them for a while I
big corps I don't remember any
for Fanchar, they probably had
impressed me if they did .

EO

That's w:nt I wanted to find out.

they were goCiior not. Fancher
know. They were never a
other drummers in there except
some more but they never

What were the rudimental bass drummers made the greatest
impression upon you?

ES•:.

I think Monty Kling. He was the first one that developed
this triwling and he always made the greatest impression on
me. Well he was tall, long arms and he really played nice.
Before your time.

EO

I have heard Harvy Kling but I dont think I knew MOnty Kling.
When was he drumming?

ES

Well , now he died in his early fifties, I guess. And he
drummed well allthe while I was a kid, and probably up to
1928 , 1930, then he moved to Springfield.

EO

I wonder if he was a student of George Cooks, do you know
that?

ES

I don't know.
I asked Johnny Smith one time we talked and
Johnny didn't remember either.

EO

George was a great old

ES

Yeh, Yeh.

EO

Even as an old man I saw him . •• .

ES

I don't know if I ever saw him drum or not, I probably have.

EO

Well I saw him drum as an old man and I was impressed by the
fact that he was doing such a good jub at such an advanced
age.

ES

If I did see him he never impressed me like Marty Kling did.

EO

How about Frank Martin, had he impressed you as a drummer?

ES

Yeh, he wasn't bad, he want a bad drummer, I don't think he
could become a champion, but he wasnt bad. He talked a
better job than he played though.

EO

He had a great deal to do with bringing the open style of
drumming down to New York . I guess that was the thirties.

ES

I remember him one time,
and he said you know its funny, you can't retime
when he was playing it wrong, that's why he couldn't, I never
told him, he wasn't playing it write, or he could have
kept time .

EO

Yeh, he was a very s crappy guy as I remember .

ES

Yeh, he had a hot temper .

EO

How about Holly Plane .

ES

Holly was fair .

EO

Who was his instructor .

ES

I don't know that either. I have an idea that him and
probably Marty too, picked it up tehmselves over at
Lancraft. I don't remember them ever telling who their
teacher was.

EO

You mentioned at Lancraft Old Timers Night how one the
first ancient drummers you saw was Old Smitty and how
he made a big impression of you.

ES

Yeh.

EO

What was that story on.

ES

Well, he didn't make the impression on me, the uniform did.

I

How was he as a drummer?

He was fairly good.

Me won some medals

Well, as I told you there, I, well I was only a kid, my
brother and I both, the Humphry drum crops just started
I don't think we had been going very long and my father
wanted us to see what it was all about so he took us up
to the convention in Wallingford .

We arrived at the field

just in time to see one of the Lancraft irummers on the
individual stand. So we walked over to some of the Lancraft
fellows that was watching the contest, and my father knew
Monty Kling and so did I, he was a neighbor of ours. So
he asked Monty who that drummer was, and Monty said thats
Johnny Smith. I was only a kid of course, and That That's
Johnny Smith, that stuck in my
• So oh I
don't know how Johnny drummed, but when I saw that uniform
boy it knocked my eyes out . I was so impressed with that
uniform, I though it was out of this world. And I made up
my mind right there, boy some day I'm going to were one
of those uniforms, I'm going to be a member of the Lancraft .
and it wasn't too many years after that when I did join.
And I told you there my first turn out, the parade at
Savin Rock. I don't know whether I was so excited getting
ready to go out them or what but I forgot my necktie and
I forgot my drum slings and it rained all night and the
streets were full of puddles but I certainly read a proud

kid that day, up there on cloud nine.
EO

Well there i$ also some hypnotism about the three corner hats,
that caught my eye at an early age too.

ES

I don't know if it was the hat or what it was
uniform, I never knew I think at that time

EO

but the whole

teat up .

ES

They really stood out. they were prettier than the uniforms
they have now. A different shade of blue and rough, they were
pretty.

EO

Yeh, they got them about 1909 so they were only a couple of
years old then. I think it was around that time that they
got them.
Is it true than Dan Ingalls taught St. Francis when they first
started back in 1929.

-~

ES

Yes.

EO

Did he teach them until he died?

ES

Yes.

EO

Is that when you wnet in or was there somebody else inbetween.

ES

Gee: Danny died in 1933 and I went in in 1934 and in between
they had to have the New Haven Institute teaching them.

EO

What was that.

ES

The institute of Music, old Charlie Smith, you've heard of him.
big fat fellew.

EO

From Planville?

ES

No, New Haven.

EO

Well, I'm trying to think.

ES

No. He was a band leader.
but he was tmching the drummers
over there during that year after Danny died until I went
there a year later. And by that time all they though of was
getting a lot of kids because the New Haven Institute was
teaching them really and they got $1.00 a head so the more
kids they got in the more money they got so they were going
out with 120 and 130 kids.

EO

I know I have seen some of thepictures.

He used to be quite popular.

He judged a lot.

Was he with the corps?

"'

ES

Right

EO

They each had two corps, didn't they?

ES

I think they did. I think they had a fife and drum and bugle
and drum. ABd anyway when I went there, of course I have to
but it down because the kids couldn't drum it off. So then
they started getting a pretty good corps. During that
time after Danny died, just a money making scheme for the
New Haven Institute .

EO

Could you tell us something about Danny?

ES

Well, you mean personally, or what?

EO

Well, personally, musically?

ES

Well, he was a nice fellow, really likable, everybody liked
him. He was a good drummer. He won ~uite a few prizes
although I remember one time in Bridgeport he broke and I
didn't and he came over afterwords and shook hands with
me, congratulated me for winning. When they gave the
prized out, he got first and I got second. Oh, the photographers, the newspapers down there, they snapped the
picture to put in the paper.

EO

You don't have any copies

ES

What?

EO

You don't have copies of those articles, do you, they would
be interesting.

ES

No, no, I may have or how they come out but that's all.

EO

Did

ES

No, he always said he did, but he didn't, Danny picked it
up himself over at Lancraft ~

EO

There have been a lot of a.elf-taught fifers and drummers
around.

ES

In those days there was.

EO

Did you ever know of a woodman and a world corps?

ES

Yes, It was New Haven

EO

Was it an ancient corps or a modern corps?

ES

It was a modern corps I'm pretty sure.

of those papers do you?

teach him.

EO

I have a reference is one of the old newspapers that I
think Howe
had written and he mentioned Billy Russell
Red Doran, George Dakers and John Brudy, and he mentioned
that Brudy passed out at a contest in Danbury and they put
him on a coal car in his Uniform and he woke up i n
Poughkipsie.
How do you feel that your system of drumming, or drum
instruction differs from other instructors, past and present?

ES

Only in style.

EO

Is your system the same today as when you first started
instructing. Or have you changed much.

ES

Well I changed the style, as far as the system goes, I correcte
a lob of the inconsistencies that were in the Strug
d
Book. Burns Moore used to play the same as the Strug book
and a lot of them are wrong and I corrected all of those.
That's the only difference that I know of.

EO

What is your feeling about raising the sticks when you play.
Alex Smith once told me that he liked the Sons of Liberty
Drum line because they dkept the sticks down wher e they
belonged. Evidently at one time they kept them down. Now
another old timer told me that Burns Moore told him that he
liken the stirks up because they looked so nice.

ES

Well it looks better but you can develope timing better.
Of course the faster you go the longer you have to hold them.
but your accents even when you are playing fast, you can
get them up quite high. It looks better you can get better
accents, it develops a smooth rythm.
You feel that there is a physical improvement by bringing
the sticks up.

ES

Like now, some of the teacher.s teach them where they have
to hold a couple of books under their arms so they won't
move them. That's not natural.

EO

Well that was thedd army system because I remember the old
timers in New York saying that when they were in the service
or theylnew other people in the service they would put a stick
under each arm and if they dropped the stick they would rap
him with a stick so this is what Downeyn
used to
be called regimental style and they play very close to the dr~.

ES

Thats not natural. With your arm up, that's natural. Your
relaxed. Les Parks came up here to t each the Hurric anes after
I left there and he had them book a book under their arms and
play with that, of course after befing taught like this they
didn't go for it so he didn't stay long.

EO

Did you know Ed Pierce from New Jersey?

ES

Yes.

EO

How was he as a drummer?

ES

I never heard him drumm.

EO

Yeh, well he used to write to Gaborano when I first met him.

ES

Yeh, I know he worked for Gaborano.

EO

You know it was a funny story, you told me about Hathaway
coming east and higing his drum when he heard some . of the
kids. Well the same thing happened to Pierce. Pierce told
me about it. Pierce though it was funny as hell.
He
though he was a real hot shot and he was going to compete
with one of the judge in one of the Connecticut contests
and show everybody what it was all about. He said as s:nn
as he heard these kids drum he took his drum and hid it.

ES

I know he judged a M&M contest down in Jersey one time
and I had the Bridgeport
contest. I had a good
drum section there and he wrote on the score sheet.
What a section Burns Moore should: see these boys and Of
course Burns had been dead for fifteen years then. So
the Commander of the corps brought the score sheet over to
me and said hey, who is this guy Burns Moore, Never heard
of him. Well of course Pierce was in his prine about the
same time as Meore. I don't think it was quite as old
as M0ora.-

EO

Is he still alive do you know.
I haven't heard of him in years.

ES

I don' t know.

EO

When did you stop competing?

ES

I think it was :933 . I competed here someplace in Connecticut
and I knew I played about 110 I didn't know if it was 111
or 109 and some of my pupils were up in back of the jduges
stand and they saw the judge marking the time down. He
marked down 118. So the kids came to me and said Hey you
played fast. I said I did not. Well he marked 118. So
after the contest was over I goes up to the time judge, I
won't mention any names, and I said Hey wa.t did you give me
for time today. Good, he said perfect. But when the scores
came out I lost by two points because he gave me 118.

EO

Maybe he thought you were supposed to be drumming 120 and
he figured he was doing a facor.

He used to judge alot.

I never herd him drum.

ES

But I got disgusted and I didn't compete any more.

EO

What was that Connecticut Dailly.

ES

Yeh, well it wasn ' t a state convention it was some field
day. That was the day Jimmy Ryan got first that day, I
got second.

EO

That was my next question ,

ES

He was pretty good.

EO

Who was his instructor?

ES

Burns Moore.

EO

Did you even know Major Allen from Hartford.
about him several times .

ES

I knew him, I seen him, I dont know if I ever spoke to him
or not but I have seen him. He was active when I was a kid.

EO

What corps was he with?

ES

Father Matthews .

EO

Father Matthews. Thats the corps

How was he as a drummer?

He was a good drummer.

I have heard

I heard from old timers in New York that they have a
exceptionally fine fife line too.
ES

They did.

EO

Do you recall the Putnam

ES

The name sounds familiar but I don ' t know.

They had a good all around corps.
Corps of Hartford.

